GL8003
Multiple Person Decontamination Shower

Lightweight and quick to deploy, the inflatable Mass Decontamination Unit allows for rapid response in a decontamination situation.

Fully inflatable, the Decontamination Unit can be set up in a matter of minutes, and will stay standing without continuous inflation. With no mechanical framework the shelters are light-weight to transport and compact to store.

The mass Decontamination shower is internally partitioned into three lanes (male, female & assisted casualty), with pre and post decon changing areas.

Optional raised floor panels prevent contact with contaminated shower wash-off, which is collected in a chemically resistant sump. Sleeves for pumped extraction of contaminated water are included as standard.

Showers can be used on hard or soft standing, and guy ropes are provided for securing in position during inclement weather.

- Light weight and compact
- Rapid inflation and deployment
- Low Maintenance
- Easily detachable lining
- Integral multi-nozzle shower systems for wash and rinse
- Wash brush hose connection fittings
- Large roll-up doors at each end with zip closure
1. Inflatable Frame
2. Shower Tent comes with 3 integral compartment sump
3. Roll up door with zip closure each end
4. Air vent each end
5. Internal Partitions
6. Valve/inlet/deflate
7. Valve pressure relief
8. Observation window
9. Shower hose comes with spray nozzles and connection for plug in hose
10. Cable and tubing sleeve
11. Heater sleeve
12. Guy rope